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Springing Into Action
Despite the snow, spring is on its way and we are eagerly anticipating the boom
in wildlife and the leaves on the trees as well as crossing our fingers for warmer
weather. We have undertaken a large amount of work around the farm this winter and are getting as much in as we can before the bird nesting season arrives.
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The project is now progressing at a fast pace and many of our plans are taking
shape from an increase in the animals at the farm to the first stages of the footpath routes through the park being developed.
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Keep an eye out on our Facebook page for updates of our work and ways you
can get involved!
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Poole Farm Open Day
Poole Farm is excited to host its
first Farm Open Day on 28th April
2018. This day will showcase the
farms growth since being under the
care of Plymouth City Council, and
its visions for the future in conjunction with Derriford Community Park and the Forder Valley link
road. Alongside partner organisations and other local community, nature and
food groups, the day will offer a range of activities for all the family – from a
sheep dog demonstration to finding your way around the farm through cryptic
clues, getting creative with craft materials or testing your wildlife knowledge!
Keep up to date with event information by following @poolefarmproject on
Facebook.
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Livestock Update
In January we welcomed 76 Welsh Mountain sheep to
the farm. They will be with us until early March and
will then go back out onto graze Dartmoor.
Then, with the sheep gone, the grass will have a
month to grow ready for when our cattle arrive
around April. We will be welcoming back the cows
that were here last year, which will be much larger
than when they left.

Chicken House Renovation
Our Poole Farm chickens have had a housing upgrade! The existing
chicken coop has been moved into a lower field to accommodate a new
larger run. This new addition will allow the chickens to have a bigger secured area to explore, when they are not roaming free around the farm.
The new space has enabled the team to introduce more enrichment items
such as, tree stumps, a log pile and additional dust baths. The chickens
are already making the best use of the new space and it’s a great new resource for our animal care students.

Green Lane
This winter we have focused a lot of effort into an old track that winds through our woods. It was used as a
connection point through the woodland but has been out of use for hundreds of years. We wanted to bring
this back into life and use it as an informal path up to our orchard.
With our volunteers, we have coppiced and hedgelayed 50 meters of an old bank and created a dead
hedge beside it to mark the edge of the path. This
then winds through our woods, down towards the
farm. This coppiced hedgerow will provide a habitat
for many different animals as well as opening up the
woodland floor for other species to thrive.

Volunteer Thank You
During this winter we have ticked a lot of work off our to do list and our progress has been the quickest
it’s ever been. This would not have been possible without the amazing hard work from our volunteers. .
Richard Mottram has been truly brilliant leading wildlife walks on our event days and has managed to
gain his licence to drive our Farm Vehicle. Gemma has been hugely involved in our animal care unit
adding enrichment for all of our animals as well as coming in every Monday to give additional help to
the team. Lily has been sorting the bees ready for the warmer months and plans to move all of our hives
together, which will then total 4. If anyone is interested in beekeeping then get in touch and we will let
her know.
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Wildlife Wander Event
On Friday 16th February, Poole Farm opened its gates
for its first family event of 2018. The Wildlife Wander
event welcomed people to get stuck in with their wellies
on a guided wildlife within our beautiful woodlands.
Families were encouraged to explore the farm and find
its animal inhabitants by following our hidden clues.
When not getting muddy, there were crafty challenges in
the barn. Making a wild bookmark from natural materials was a big hit and nearly all children took one home!
It was wonderful to meet some new faces and welcome
back some old ones. We look forward to seeing people
again in our Easter holiday events.

Wildlife
Poole Farm is full of a huge variety of wildlife. A small family of
buzzards are often seen circling above ourwoods making for
spectacular viewing when they fly above the farm. We also see
Peregrine Falcons flying over as well as a heron which visits our
pond regularly and woodcock. There is a large badger population
on site which we have seen on evening badger watches and a rare
flower called ragged robin also grows in our wetland areas. Roe
and Fallow Deer can be heard barking at certain times of the year
and they occasionally walk past the farm window as we work! We
hope that our previous and future management work will only
increase the amount of wildlife that we have on site.

Easter Holiday Family Event
Really Wild - Wednesday 11th April (11am-2pm)
Get really wild with Poole Farm, building dens, learning to
light a fire and toasting marshmallows! Places are limited so
please secure a space by contacting us on our Poole Farm
Facebook page.

@PooleFarmProject

Email: derrifordcp@plymouth.gov.uk

Contact Number: 01752 771585

Animal Care Courses Progress
The Duchy college students are now into their second term at Poole Farm. As well as
developing their animal care experience, the students have been practising their carpentry skills.
Using pre-cut logs from our farm the students have created a range of enrichment
items including a hide for the guinea pigs and a platform for the rabbits. The students
have also played a key role in designing the new chicken run by researching chicken
enrichment ideas.

Consultation
January saw a series of public consultation events held in the local communities surrounding the community park, to inform people of the plans for the new public foot and cycle paths. Five events were
held and the information was hosted on an online portal for the public to view and comment on. We
were able to talk to over 200 people during the month and received 60 formal responses to the proposals which provide invaluable information for us to design a network that works for the local communities. The landscape architects from AECOM who are working with us to produce the final plans
are now working with that feedback and the final plans will be released in March. Work is due to begin
on the first phase in early summer once ground conditions aren’t so wet. Fingers crossed for a dry
spring!

Active Neighbourhoods Project
Active Neighbourhoods is a 3 year lottery funded partnership project between Plymouth City Council
and Devon Wildlife Trust. Based at Poole Farm, the project works on 5 sites around the city. These are
Budshead Wood, Ernesettle Creek, Kings Tamerton, Efford Marsh and Teats Hill. Active Neighbourhoods works with communities in these areas to encourage people
to use these areas by improving accessibility so that residents can
experience the mental and physical benefits of being out and active
in nature. They also work hard to enhance the wildlife value of the
sites for nature and to involve local people in the management of
their local green spaces: they have been involved in creating wildflower meadows, fruiting hedges orchards and habitat pile creation.
They hold weekly volunteering across the sites every Tuesday and
Thursday. Check at our Facebook if you would like to find out

Volunteer Work Programme
March
Tuesday 6th: Orchard Pruning
Saturday 10th: Plymouth Environmental Action - Tree Planting
Tuesday 13th: Garden Creation, Bird Boxes
Tuesday 20th: Soft fruit Planting
Tuesday 27th: Garden Creation, creating path to chicken run
April

Tuesday 3rd: Clearing old mill, building tree protectors
Tuesday 10th: Deadwood clearance and habitat piles for new bird hide area
Tuesday 17th: Litterpicking and Gardening
Tuesday 24th: Citizen science survey training
May
Tuesday 1st: Citizen Science Surving

Address

Tuesday 8th: Hedgerow Maintenance

Poole Farm

Tuesday 15th: Fruit tree posts and netting

Plymouth

Tuesday 22nd: Litterpicking and gardening

Leigham

Tuesday 29th: Hedgerow Maintenance and gardening

PL6 8NF

